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by Robert Pendleton

Club Racing. Why Bother?
How fast do you go? Is it dangerous? What do you win?
That’s my mother, repeatedly asking me the same three questions. She’s trying to understand
why on earth I would spend thousands of dollars and travel across the state to a quirky little
town on the edge of Death Valley in order to drive around in circles? She’s losing her memory,
which gives me the “opportunity” to have the exact same conversation with her pretty much
every time we meet. Thus far I have always given her the same three answers: “I drive as fast
as I can.” “It isn’t dangerous at all,” and “Bragging rights is all that you get. You don’t win a
damn thing”.
Of course we drive as fast as possible, it’s RACING after all, and of course it is dangerous. She
knows the answers. I suppose that her asking me those questions is her way of attempting
to dissuade me from taking up yet another dangerous sport. But she always drills down into
question number three. “You must win something, What do you win? Do you win money?” she
asks. “No.” is my reply. “Do you win prizes?” “No.” “Do you win points?” “Actually, yes! There,
you’re right. We do win something, I forgot.” “How many points do you have?” she continues.
“Well,” I answer, “If I win every race from here to the end of the year, and if every trace and
every record of all of the rest of the orange drivers suddenly vanished off the face of the planet,
I might have a shot at the championship. I’m not sure, I haven’t done the math.” My response
to question number three varies, but you get the idea. So for mom’s sake, and because I know
she is going to ask me again, I have decided to enlist your help in answering question number
three. What do you win? What do you get out of this? Why do you race?
The younger drivers that I queried all immediately blurted out “fun”
when asked why they race. “Super fun” said one young daughter
of a prominent Romanian racer in the club. She asked to remain
anonymous. I probably would have misspelled her name anyway.
Moving towards the other side of the age spectrum, Don Matz was
laughing when he said that for him, “Racing started out as a midlife crisis, and has evolved into just a crisis”, perhaps referencing a
recent lashing he received from the competition committee. I think
it’s safe to say that we are all adrenaline junkies, and driving at your
limit is, well, SUPER FUN !
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Personal improvement was Nigel Maidment’s answer (the guy
who duped me into writing this article for him) over Friday night’s
dinner, where the cook apparently misread the waiter’s handwritten
“medium rare” and prepared our steaks to a temperature of “mostly
raw”. Time is a simple and accurate indicator of who is doing a
better job getting around the track, and with few exceptions, the ﬁrst
car to pass the checkered ﬂag is the winner of the race. We don’t
need judges or juries or peer review boards to decide who stands
on the podium; time is our judge, and it’s brutally objective. Shaving
a tenth of a second off your personal best lap-time is improvement. Shaving two-tenths off
is twice as much improvement. Personal improvement is a powerful motivator that draws us
back to the track over and over again, but I would wager that Nigel was referring to personal
improvement in a much broader context than lap-times alone.
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Frank Gussman grew a wry smile to my question of “why do you
race”. “Punishment, and ablution” he chuckled. He went on to
explain that it was a way for him to “outpace” his demons. “More
or less a cleansing of the soul for past sins.” After further reﬂection,
and after googling the word “ablution” I have interpreted his answer
as a blending of personal improvement, and what I have labeled
here as “clearing the nest”.
Dwain Dement related the sentiment that he hears from most new
drivers, that racing is the only activity in their lives that allows their
brains to focus on the moment. The intense, prolonged concentration we use while racing
comes with a mysteriously seductive reward. Like the dutiful bluebird
parents clearing fecal sacs from their nest, our brains are cleansed
and rejuvenated by a weekend at the track. Taxes, the stock market,
border security, family strife, career decisions, love relations, term
papers, jealousy, rage, gluttony, to-do lists, aching joints, scary labtest results, and whatever other feces that swirls around in that
cluttered nest of neurons that we call our brains is all pushed aside
while you are blasting into turn one in heavy traffic. And after a
weekend racing I return home with increased vigor and focus. I have
no idea why this is so therapeutic, but this phenomenon of “clearing the nest” keeps us coming
back to the track for as long as our bodies and bank accounts will allow.
Gene Sigal, pouring over data when I found him, said he races
for the competition, and he told me that when he wasn’t at
the track, he was mentally preparing for his next track event.
Anders Hainer echoed that sentiment saying that “it gives
us something to look forward to” and added that POC club
racing had given him some of the best competition he had
ever encountered in a long career as a competitor. Anders
sets a high bar for us in BSR, and on Sunday, Matt Hollander
squeaked past it with a 2:38.947 in qualifying. I achieved my goal
for the weekend logging in a lap-time nearly 10 seconds slower,
but rest assured, there’s still competition at the back of the pack.
Clay Medley said that “We’re all competitive people. You have to
be competitive in order to be successful in todays world, and POC
racing provides us with a healthy outlet.”
Almost everyone mentioned friendship, and camaraderie as reasons for why they
race. It sounds a bit corny, but I would even go so far as to say that the club has
become my extended family. Less than a year ago my engine self destructed on a
Friday test day in turn 8 at Willow after about a dozen laps. Turns out (pun intended) that I had inﬂicted the fatal
blow at Chuckwalla, a month before, with a crisp shift into ﬁrst instead of third, followed by a spectacular overrevving of the engine. With my plans for the weekend completely shattered, defeat must have been oozing out of
my pores during lunch, because by the time l had left the lunch room, not one but two club members had offered
to share their cars with me for the weekend. Those unexpectedly generous gestures gave me pause, and enabled
me to see the club and myself in a different light.
Racing also brings new meaning to the value of time. In racing, the difference between victory and defeat can be
the smallest measurable fraction of a second. I believe that placing such a high value on fractions of a second
makes us contemplate the value of the hours and days that we have remaining in our lives. Spinning around at
high speed on an oily track surrounded by walls undoubtedly helps in this regard as well.
The value of time was a part of what Paul Barnes was referencing when he
said that racing was “an opportunity to burn money.” (sorry Paul, I was going
to leave your name out, but what are the chances that Julie is ever going to
read this?). Jim Mcloughlin expanded on that theme by saying “You can’t take
it with you”, and “YOLO” (You Only Live Once).
Well, one thing is for certain; the next time Mom asks me, “What do you win?”,
I am just going to tell her that I love her, because our time on this crazy racetrack we call earth is limited, every second matters, and you never know when
the next collision, “big off”, or mechanical failure will send you back to where you came from. The smile on her
face and the twinkle in her eye when I tell her will be my victory. I can see the checkered ﬂag up ahead, and I am
picturing myself standing tall on the podium of life. I’d say that qualiﬁes as a SUPER WIN! And that my friends is
club racing at it’s best!

One of our father-daughter racing duos is Jim and Regan Steedman. The two of
them squared off in the Orange Cup Race Sunday afternoon at Spring Mountain.
After exchanging the lead four times, Regan had her dad coming out of the last
turn into the final stretch. She unfortunately missed third gear allowing Jim to
easily pass her right before the flag. These before-and-after photos pretty much
sum it up for both of them. Better luck next time Regan!

TAORMINA
RACING

Advancing the art of the Mezger flat 6 engine case.
We are the world’s only reproducer of cast, flat 6
Porsche engine cases, specifically of the 964 3.6
variety. Our cases aren’t just a copy, they are a
vast improvement over the originals. Made of prime
American ingot aircraft grade A356 aluminum, our
cases are made right here in California from foundry to
machining. Our cases feature many items as standard:
larger cylinder spigots, boat tailing, shuffle pinning,
and much more.

Don’t start your build by rehabbing a 30 year old case –
buy a new one that you can literally take out of the box and start building!

www.taorminaracingdesigns.com • adam@taorminaracingdesigns.com • 310-892-2235

Spring Mountain Imagery
Submitted by various members...all of whom received Service Points.
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Porsche Owners Club RACERS CLINIC

Blaine Krasky / White Rice Photography

Our second Racers Clinic of the season was well-attended. Several of these
drivers have now been given the go-ahead to run in future Red and Orange Cup
Races. The rest have been given a half red dot to place on their rear window
indicating that they have now passed their first of two clinics.

We have a world of resources at our ﬁngerrps. Through our Virtuoso partnership
we oﬀer exclusive access to ameniies, upgrades, concierge services, and
on-the-ground local assistance to create your unforgeeable experience.
We are proud to be a sponsor of the Porsche Owners Club. From weekend
getaways to longer vacaaons, we collaborate with you on all of your travel
dreams. Because it’s not about one trip of a lifeeme, it’s about a lifeeme of
extraordinary trips.
A nywhere. Anyyme. Anyway.
Porsche Owners Club
Personal Travel Concierge
1.800.617.3709
poc@tangerinetravel.com
www.TangerineTravel.com

9 1 1 CHRONO GR APH TIMELESS MACHINE
LIMITED EDITION
Rodeo Drive 310-205-0095 | South Coast Plaza 714-662-2992
www.porsche-design.us/911Chrono

NO
COMPROMISES.

Red Line Synthetic Oil manufactures more than 100 quality products for the automotive, motorcycle, marine, motorsport and industrial markets.
Our complete line includes a wide variety of motor oils, gear oils, fuel additives, greases and our popular WaterWetter® coolant additive.

REDLINEOIL.COM

POC UTOCROSS
SCHEDULE

Sept. 8th
Oct 27th
Nov. 17th
Dec. 15th

AAA Speedway
El Toro
El Toro
El Toro

AUTOCROSS RESULTS
El Toro 10.27.19

Upcoming Events...

Chuckwalla

Willow Springs

November 9-10

December 7-8

Includes Cup, Time Trial, and PDS.
Sign up now for this great 2.68
mile road course. Friday practice
will be available!

Includes Cup, Time Trial, and PDS.
Our final event of the year. Be
sure not to miss this last chance
to race with the POC in 2019

Register Today!

Register Today!

AUTOCROSS at El Toro
November 17, 2019

A great way to have fun
while improving your driving
abilities... For “newbies”
and veterans alike!
Instructors available.

2018 POC Yearbook
Our entire 2018 season
captured with dynamic
photos and great articles.
If you haven’t received
yours yet, be sure to order
one today!

Register Today

Check Us Out!
Be sure to check out the POC
website for our 2019 schedule of
events and to stay current on PDS,
Time Trial and Cup Racing standings.

And, don’t miss the Official POC
Facebook Page with photos, videos
and comments from our members.
VELOCITY
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